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We will admit to having experienced some concern that having forecast an
absence of significant corrective forces ahead of a break in our publishing
schedule on August 10th, the SPX promptly declined ‐35 points (‐1.45%), and
then followed this a week later with a slightly deeper ‐38 point (‐1.54%) decline.
However, the index notched gains in 9 out of the last 15 sessions and the overall
decline of ‐16.6 points (‐0.67%) over this period hardly warrants attention.
Indeed, Wednesday’s close at 2457.6 keeps the index within 2% of its all‐time
high and the balance of probability still favors a break‐out rather than a break
down as the next move of consequence.

With this in mind it is worth noting that the NDX index closed Wednesday
almost exactly ‐1% from a new high, and is back above its early June peak at the
start of its period of heightened volatility. This justifies our belief that the
entrance of volatility into the technology sector was not fatal for its leadership
role, even if it has meant that generic hedging activity is now much more
focused on the NDX index (or QQQ ETF) than it was before June. A break above
6000 by the NDX would potentially act as a catalyst to pull the broader SPX
index through its own key round number at 2500 and therefore this level needs
to be watched closely in the coming sessions. As far as support is concerned, the
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area between 2421 (the August low) and 2400 should hold any brief impulse
lower, while the rising 200 day ma at 2359 can be viewed as a “worst case”
target if we were to experience somethingmore serious.

Turning attention to global markets, it has been a generally difficult summer
for Europe, with the DAX index actually breaching its 200 day ma this week
as the index has started to show a strong aversion to the rising EUR. At the
current time we do not view this as the start of a more serious correction
although it has wiped out the majority of 2017 gains in local terms the index
is still up over 18% for an unhedged USD investor. Japan’s NKY has suffered
a more modest pullback, which again is currency related, but this has been
sufficient to bring the index in contact with its more gently rising 200 day
ma. This index is yet to follow its regional peers by breaking out to a new
bull market high, but any period of USD strength would probably see the
NKY move back up to test its June peak at 20318, approximately 4% above
its current level.

The clear winners of the period have been emerging markets and industrial
commodities. Although both generally do well during periods of USD
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weakness there seems to be a more positive force at play than a simple
repricing of currencies. The MXEF index has managed to force its way higher to
a series of new highs in recent weeks while other global benchmarks have
either been range‐bound or trending lower. It has been many years since we
have seen something similar take place and arguably the first time in a decade
that we can talk about emerging markets offering such clear global leadership,
with the MXEF reaching a new three year high at 1081.23 despite the generally
cautious mood among global equity investors.

Technology related equities continue to be an important component in this
advance. Korea’s tech heavy KOSPI index has understandably seen rather more
selling thanmost other countries, but the index remains up 17% YTD and closed
Wednesday only ‐3.2% below its July all‐time high. Hong Kong’s HSI broke out
to a new 2 year high, as did the SHASHR index, while Taiwan’s TWSE is within
1% of its own all‐time high. However, the recent break higher by industrial
commodities allowed commodity sensitive markets such as Brazil’s IBOV to
break out, and this index has now almost completely recovered its deep bear
market losses in local terms (although it remains at only 52% of its peak value in
USD terms).

We have noted before the unusual divergence between broad commodity
indexes such as the CRB and the MXEF index. While this continues to be the
case it is now largely a reflection of the poor performance of energy (which
dominates allocations in most indexes) while sub‐sectors such as industrial
metals are starting to enjoy their own powerful move higher (see chart). We
view energy as still needing a considerable period to put supply and demand
back into balance whereas the rest of the commodity complex (which saw
considerable over investment earlier this century but not a genuine revolution
in supply) now looks muchmore favorably positioned. Behind all of these gains

lurks a strengthening Chinese economy, and the continued roll out of the
massive One Belt One Road initiative that has not received anything like the
attention it deserves.

During our break from publishing we noticed that the Chinese authorities
explicitly stated their intention to direct external flows towards this initiative at
the expense of corporate mergers and purchases of global commercial real
estate. The position on residential real estate purchases by individuals was less
clearly stated although we would expect the authorities to take an increasingly
dim view. This strikes us as a very important shift in the dynamics of global
investment flows, and one which is much more likely to directly impact
investment markets (positively in the case of commodities and emerging
markets and negatively for commercial real estate) than the exact moment that
the Federal Reserve or ECB decides to stop reinvesting or taper.



S&P 500

The day following our last published note on the SPX, the large cap index broke support at the 2,450 level. Since then the index has traded back
and forth through the 50‐day ma average while avoiding establishing a lower low in price. After being trapped below the shorter term moving
average for six sessions the index retook the ground above it again yesterday. The price action reflects the continued rotation at the sector level
and at the index level by correcting more through time than a deep price pullback. MACD tracked lower into negative territory 10 days ago, has
begun to flatten and is now hooking up. We now mark first support in the area between 2421 (the August low) and 2400 which should hold any
brief impulse lower, while the rising 200 day ma at 2359 can be viewed as a “worst case” target if we were to experience something more
serious.
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NASDAQ 100

The day to day volatility that we expected to see has continued over the past three weeks. That said, the high tech index has not lost significant
ground and has been tracking sideways since we last wrote. The NDX is up +18.67 points since the close 15 sessions ago thanks in part to the
intra‐day reversal on Tuesday. The +1.62% two day gain now places the NDX almost exactly ‐1% from a new high and back above its early June
peak at the start of its period of heightened volatility.Unlike the SPX, MACD never probed that deeply into negative territory and is back in
positive territory hooking higher as it crosses the signal line. We nowmark first support at 5,750 and second at 5,600.
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Russell 2000

The RTY broke support at both the 50‐day and 200‐day moving averages over the past three weeks. Aside from those shorter term technical
negatives all that has really happened in the longer term is that the small cap index has traded back down to the lower boundary of the 8 month
trading range. It has since recouped part of the recent losses and is back above the 200‐day ma. MACD did find its way deeper into negative
territory than both the SPX and NDX but the momentum oscillator has made a definitive turn higher. We now mark first support at 1,350 and
second at 1,300.
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VXO

The last few weeks have seen some life in the VXO index but thus far nothing we have seen suggests that we are about to transition out of this
long period of unusually muted volatility. August saw three distinct attempts to force the VXO higher but none of these was able to pierce the
14 level on an intraday basis, and each was followed by a rapid unwind of the spike higher. By Wednesday’s close the index was back in single
digit territory at 9.75.

We note that the more widely followed VIX index did manage to move as high as 17.28 on August 11th (the day after our last note), with
subsequent spikes peaking at 16.04 and 14.09, the higher readings in the VIX being caused by the heavy trading in derivatives linked to the
index, which now effectively set the price of underlying SPX index options rather than the other way around. Wednesday’s close at 11.22
suggests that not all the recent hedging activity has been unwound, and any move higher by the SPX should force further liquidation of
remaining hedges.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

After a three day pullback to just above the rising 50‐day ma the MXEF has continued in its stair step advance that has been in place since the
end of last year. The index is the only one of four equity indexes we track in these pages to register a new closing high in August (1,088.00
yesterday). We have added an extra panel to this week’s chart that reflects the continued superior relative performance of the MXEF vs. the
SPX since the beginning of the year and the relative strength high posted last week. We continue to mark first support at the rising 50‐day ma
and second at 1,000 which do not expect to be tested barring a negative inter‐market catalyst such as a more extended rally in the USD and in
turn pronounced weakness in EM currencies. We continue to believe our 1,100 target will easily be met in the days to come.
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10 Year Treasury Note

Long term interest rates continued to drift lower over the last few weeks despite the fact that most economic data came in above expectations.
The US 10 year yield actually notched a new 2017 low at 2.084% on Tuesday before bouncing to close Wednesday at 2.13%. Should the
downtrend persist into September we would view 2.0% as a realistic target but struggle to see why yields would need to fall below this level.
Our base view is still that the FOMC will start to trim its balance sheet in September and hike once more in December, which would take the
FDTR up to 1.50%, only 63 bp below the current 10 year yield. Labor metrics certainly allow for this scenario to take place (assuming Friday’s
BLS report does not throw out a major curve‐ball), and the Committee seems prepared to pay lip service to its 2.0% inflation target without
regarding it as a strict constraint over action.
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US Dollar

The DXY has continued to trade lower in the down trend that has been in place since the start of the year. On Tuesday the index tested support
at the 92 level and for all intents and purposes that level held (on a closing basis) and as we expected an oversold bounce unfolded yesterday.
Despite the +0.68% rally the DXY remains firmly in the prevailing down trend. We continue to mark first resistance at the 94 level and only a
move through that level which would establish a higher high could potentially suggest a counter trend move of a larger degree was unfolding.
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Gold

Gold has hitched a ride off the weakening USD and managed to break above the key $1,300 this week, reaching a high of $1,326.16 on Tuesday
before a rebound in the USD saw gold decline back to $1,307. We view this as the minimum that could have been expected and we are yet to
see clear evidence that gold is being actively accumulated rather than simply “re‐priced” at the current time. On the other hand with the USD
unwinding almost exactly half of its 2014/16 bull market advance gold is back to where it was before this bull market started, indicating decent
gains against non‐USD currencies have been generated over the last 3 years. We continue to view gold as a reasonable alternative to cash or
fixed income, but the metal would need to show resilience in the face of a strengthening USD to really indicate that it has begun to offer more
than a store of value.
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Crude Oil

It is difficult to put much technical stock in the recent price action of oil consider the events in Texas since the end of last week. Hurricane
Harvey has not only had a tragic and devastating effect on the people in that area but has also caused a still immeasurable effect on the
infrastructure of the oil and refining business on the gulf coast and it will likely take weeks before the ramifications of the storm have begun to
be sorted out. Those factors aside, oil continues to be range bound longer term and since February the downtrend in oil marked by the series of
lower highs remains intact. As we said in our last note oil remains vulnerable to further weakness and it would need to rally through the $52
level in order to suggest something technically different was happening.
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Copper

Copper’s break higher had been a long time coming but in the event it proved worth the wait as the metal climbed rapidly through the $6,000’s
to reach a new three year high at $6843 on Tuesday. The metal lost modest ground as the USD rebounded on Wednesday but the close at
$6769 still keeps the metal $400 (6.3%) higher in August, following strong advance in June (4.5%) and July (7.3%). The metal has managed to
increase a remarkable 47% since the end of August 2016, the strongest 12 month return since 2010/11. We would view $7250 as a feasible target
for the current move, at which point copper would have repaired almost exactly 50% of its 5 year bear market decline from $10.190 in 2011 to
$4318 in 2016.
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